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Teatro Visión announces new play development project  

SAN JOSÉ, CA – Teatro Visión, which has for the past four years presented their 
original stage play Macario as an annual Día de los Muertos tradition, is excited to begin 
development of another new Día de los Muertos themed work, which will premiere in 
October 2018.  

This new work will focus on how we, in the Bay Area Latino community today, bring 
meaning to life through our values and beliefs about death and dying, taking inspiration 
from the classic Mexican novel Pedro Páramo (Juan Rulfo) and the influential work of 
Chicano literature The Road to Tamazunchale (Ron Arias). The playwright will be 
Evelina Fernandez and original music will be composed by Russell Rodríguez. 

Teatro Visión is also asking for participation from the community. In January, Teatro 
Visión will host facilitated workshops at community locations. These workshops will 
begin with the themes of Pedro Páramo and The Road to Tamazunchale, with the goal of 
collecting stories and images for Fernandez and Rodríguez to use in their work. 
Community members wishing to read the books in advance of the workshops can borrow 
a copy by contacting Teatro Visión at teatro@teatrovision.org or (408) 294-6621.  

According to Teatro Visión’s Artistic Director, Elisa Marina Alvarado, this project is 
more important than ever, in light of the country’s current divisive political climate. “The 
making of art during a time of shock and fear can shift our attention from despair towards 
what is possible, dying so something precious can be born,” says Alvarado. “There was 
never a more perfect time to launch of a new play process rooted in participatory theater 
methods of working with the raw material of our thoughts, feelings and dreams to shape 
an animating Big Story where we transform from victims to heroes.” 

Evelina Fernandez is an award-winning actor, playwright, and screenwriter, whose 
writing credits include the stage plays Luminarias, Premeditation, How Else am I 
Supposed to Know I’m Still Alive?, and an adaptation of Bizet’s Carmen titled L.A. 
Carmen. Fernandez’s previous collaborations with Teatro Visión include Macario and 
Teatro Visión’s 2012 presentation of Fernandez’s Solitude. 

Russell Rodríguez is an accomplished musician specializing in performance styles of 
huasteca, jarocho, mariachi, and other traditional music forms of México. He has 
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performed at various folk festivals throughout the United States, Canada, and México, 
and has instructed at mariachi festivals throughout the U.S. Southwest. Rodríguez has 
worked as a musician and musical director for theater groups like the San José Repertory 
Theater and El Teatro Campesino and composed the music for Teatro Visión’s Macario. 

This new play development process is made possible by grants from the John S. and 
James L. Knight Foundation and the Applied Materials Foundation. 

#  #  # 

Teatro Visión is a theater company committed to producing work that is infused by the 
voices and experiences of the Chicano/Latino community of San José and the greater San 
Francisco Bay Area. Established in 1984, Teatro Visión has commissioned, developed, 
and produced over 60 plays for an audience of more than 140,000 patrons. Learn more at 
www.teatrovision.org.  
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